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1) [AINSLIE, Philip and others]. [Manuscript pocketbook of Sir Philip
Ainslie].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1748-1853].
12mo. Manuscript on paper. [5]ff of manuscript text in a legible hand, followed by
14 blank unused leaves. Stitched in contemporary limp envelope-style vellum, tie,
manuscript ownership inscription to upper panel. Extremities marked, discoloured,
and a trifle worn. Final blank leaf excised but for stub, with short manuscript note,
else internally clean and crisp.
The manuscript journal of British army officer Sir Philip Ainslie (1728-1802),
eldest son of Scottish born, Bordeaux-based merchant George Ainslie (d.1733). The
nine succinct entries made by Ainslie occupy a single page, and begin with his
departure from Bordeaux on the 25th March 1753 aboard the Charming Molly enroute to London; in September of that same year he notes a return to France, and
specifically the French camp at Flanders. He records the purchase of his
commission on 23rd March 1754, and his promotion to 'eldest' Lieutenant in July
1755 and 'youngest Capt.' in February 1759, where his contributions to this
pocketbook ends. Ainslie would later lead a distinguished military career, serving as
Colonel to the 7th Dragoons, and as aide-de-camp to Prince Charles of
Mecklenberg; he retired in 1786 and was knighted for his efforts on 25th February
1778.
The remaining five pages of manuscript text, dating from 19th May to the 16th
November 1853 appear to record consignments of mail primarily to army officers
and agents serving in Bombay, Karachi, the Punjab, Hyderabad, and Mussoorie;
with additional entries including one to the Staff Surgeon at Gibraltar, one to the
Colonial Chaplain on St. Helena, and another to an ornithologist in Bengal. Many
are signed H. T. Ainslie, presumably Henry Ainslie (c.1813-57), a descendant of
Philip, who served with the army until becoming mentally incapacitated.
£ 250
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COUNTING WITH CANINES
2)

BEALE, Richard. [An eighteenth-century manuscript workbook demonstrating mathematical principles].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], 1784.
Quarto. Manuscript on paper. [52]ff. Contemporary vellum-backed marbled boards. Extremities worn. Horizontal tears to two
leaves – touching text, without loss of sense.
A late eighteenth-century manuscript workbook demonstrating arithmetical principles and their practical applications including; a
method for extracting the square root of a vulgar fraction, the extraction of cube roots, and the measurement of solids. The
compiler Richard Beales' immaculate hand and lavish embellishments in this volume are only improved by his delightfully
personal sketches of hares, hounds, and houses scattered throughout his workings – perhaps betraying a mind more concerned
with sports than arithmetic.
£ 650
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"THE BANKER'S DAUGHTER" ARCHIVE
3)

[CHAMBERS, Miss R.]. Simple ballads, humbly dedicated to the queen.
London. Published for the Author by T. Boosey & Co, [s.d., c.1840s].
Folio. Musical score/libretto, engraved throughout. [4], 33pp, [1]. Original publisher's printed paper boards. Worn, with both
boards detached and text block loose, some marking to boards and bumping to corners. Extra-illustrated, with the addition of
nine beautifully executed vignette pen drawings to blank areas of title, contents and the libretti pages of the volume proper, with
several signed 'F.C.' and dated 1845. Included amongst the seven pieces are two poems by Byron, set to music: 'When I roved a
young Highlander' and 'To sit on Rocks'.
[With:] [An archive of manuscript and printed ephemera relating to Miss Chambers, her family, and the bankruptcy of her
father]:
I. The performance career of Miss Chambers 'The Banker's Daughter', consisting of printed playbills (three, 1829-40) and a
handbill (1840), manuscript performance licenses signed by the Lord Chamberlain (six, 1829-42), an annotated theatre diagram
and a manuscript agreement relating to theatre alterations.
II. Family documents, comprising various copies of official records of baptism and marriage, in addition to a small envelope
containing records of several transactions, 'sums of money lent by M.R.C. to her father and never repaid her'.
III. The financial distress and bankruptcy of Abraham Henry Chambers, providing information on the failure of his bank,
Chambers and Son, during the Fauntleroy Panic of 1824, objections to the laws relating to bankruptcy as they related to directors
of banks, and especially the bankruptcy commission, his lengthy imprisonment and efforts to make good his creditors. (Five
printed items 1820s-50s, including the auction particulars and a map of his country estate at Chettle, Dorset, and one newspaper
clipping.)
A fascinating archive of material relating to the late Regency-era performer Miss Chambers, who was commonly referred to as
'The Banker's Daughter', owing to the notorious failure of her father's bank, Chambers and Sons, and his protracted bankruptcy,
which led her to the stage, and her once associates (including Queen Adelaide, the Princess Augusta and the Duchesses of Kent
and Gloucester) to become patronesses, supporting concerts in her benefit in London and the provinces.
[A detailed list of this archive is available on request.]
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WELLINGTON’S TALAVERA HERO
4) DANCE, Col Sir C.W. A letter to his grace to duke of
wellington...on the application of steam power to civil and military purposes.
London. James Ridgway and Sons, 1837. First edition.
8vo. [2], 26pp. Stitched, as issued. Worn, with some tearing, marking, small
hole to final leaf (without loss of sense).
[With:] [An archive of manuscript and printed ephemera relating to Dance,
his military service, friendship with the Duke of Wellington, and his
descendants].
I. Military documents, letters and ephemera: including a bilingual pass, signed
by Wellington, permitting Major Dance to 'go by post Horses' from
Portalegre to Coimbra, dated 25th March 1810, correspondence either by, to
or relating to Charles Dance (including photographically-reproduced copies
and a transcript of his account of the battle of Talavera), a postcard depicting
a print of 'Captain Dance escaping from the French Squadron February 13,
1804'.
II. Social documents, letters and ephemera: including an A.L.S. from
Wellington to Dance, March 1821, two letters to Dance written on
Wellington's behalf (presumably by a secretary), and nine invitations
addressed to Dance to a dinner, hosted by Wellington and held at Apsley
House, to celebrate 'the Anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo' between 1833
and 1844.
III. Family documents, letters and ephemera: including two commissions,
one signed by William IV and another by Victoria, for Charles' son George
Dance, correspondence to Charles Dance, and what a later pencilled
inscription suggests to be a 'Portrait by Geo. Dance of Prince Hoare, Date
nov 1790'.
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A fascinating archive, including the rare monograph on the use of steam engines for both civil and military purposes, of material
relating to Col. Sir. Charles Webb Dance (1787-1845). The youngest and only surviving son of George Dance, RA (17411825), English architect and portraitist, Charles served in the army during the Peninsular Wars under Wellington, distinguished
himself at Talavera and was wounded at Waterloo. On his return he was appointed Major, and later Lieut-Col in the 2nd Life
Guards, and later served in various secretarial capacities, including as aide-de-camp to Earl Whitworth's government in Ireland.
[A detailed list of this archive is available on request.]
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5)

[FORD, John Walker]. [Three manuscript commonplace volumes, with extensive notes on horticulture and planting].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [s.d., c.1905].
8vo. Manuscript on paper. Three volumes; two in contemporary gilt-ruled red morocco, marbled edges (predominantly filled, the
second with numerous leaves excised); the third, black half-calf over marbled boards, marbled edges (with many leaves unused).
Extremities a trifle rubbed. Internally clean and crisp. Bookplates of John Walker Ford to FEPs of both full-calf volumes.
Three good manuscript commonplace books composed by John Walker Ford of Old Park Hose, Enfield. Amongst the
numerous extracts on such diverse subjects as the Quakers and the Pilgrim Fathers, the expense of the state coach of George III,
the Bodleian and Grenville libraries, and the belief in witchcraft, are numerous detailed and extensive notes on horticulture specifically the planting and growth of various tree and flower species, and detailed lists and illustrated plans of plants found in
the gardens of contemporary British high society. Include is a loosely inserted manuscript letter from George Jackman & Son,
Woking Nurseries, Surrey, regarding the sale of roses.
Ford, the last private owner of the estate, inherited Old Park House from his father, Edward Ford (1813-93), Magistrate for
Middlesex and the City of Westminster; he sold the property in before 1910. In May of 1904 a portion of Ford's library was sold
at auction by Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge, comprising Americana, and early books on gardening, husbandry and cookery.
£ 950
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DANCING DRAWINGS IN PEN AND INK
6)

[GORE, Miss]. [MARCAILHOU, G.]. [Indiana. A story suggested by Marcialhou's "Indiana Waltz"].
Ipswich. Cowell's Anastatic Press, [c.1860]. First edition.
Oblong folio. [8]ff. Drop-head title. With eight lithographic plates (one of which photographically lithographed?), each with
detailing added in pen and ink, some with additional wash, as issued. Original blind-stamped mauve cloth, titled in gilt to upper
board. Rubbed and lightly marked, with tears to spine, some loss at head. Occasional spotting to text and plates. Ink inscription,
dated 1889, of 'J.E.P. Fitzgerald', noting that 'This Book belonged to Lady Jane Bourchier' alongside an attribution of authorship,
to verso of FFEP.
A rare and rather curiously attractive production emanating from the firm of Samuel Harrison Cowell, leading lights in the
Ipswich printing and stationary business. Eight lithographed leaves of verse are accompanied by illustrations of a society dance
detailed in pen and ink, the whole inspired by French composer Gatien Marcailhou's (1807-1855) popular waltz Indiana.
Annotation on this copy corroborates the annotations on a copy in the Bodleian, attributing authorship to Maria Gore, 'Maid of
Honour to H.M. the Queen Adelaide...afterwards Hon. Mrs. Powys-Keck', sister to Viscountess Howe and daughter of Admiral
Sir John Gore (1772-1736) and his wife Georgina, herself the daughter of Admiral Sir George Montagu.
By the very nature of the hand-finished production, this must surely have been a limited edition. Few examples are recorded in
institutions worldwide; OCLC locates only two copies in the British Isles (BL, Oxford), and a single copy elsewhere (Herzogin
Anna Amalia Bibliothek).
£ 850
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7)

GREGORY XIII. Decretum S. D. N. D. Gregorii Papae XIII. De nullitate omnium dispositionum beneficialium, quae siunt
personis prohibitis, propter genus, seu haeresim, aut a fide apostasiam, contra sanctiones, statuta, vel privilegia.
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [s.d., c.1580].
Dimensions: 270 x 390mm. Single leaf broadside. Lightly creased, worming to foot - touching text without loss of sense, paper
flaw to upper corner.
A papal decree issued by Gregory XIII regarding those eligible for the receipt of benefices. Perhaps best known for
commissioning the calendar which came to be named after him, Gregory was an active post-Tridentine pontiff in his encouraging
of Catholic resistance in Protestant lands (most notably England). However in domestic policy his approach to law and order,
apparently largely unsuccessful given reports of widespread criminality, was to devolve responsibility for enforcement of the rigid
laws of Rome to neighbourhood administrators.
EDIT-16 CNCE 68014.
£ 125
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PAPAL PROHIBITION OF DUELLING
8)

GREGORY XIII. S. D. N. D. Gregorii Papae XIII constitutio. Qua Concilii Tridentini poenis subiiciuntur Duellum privatim
committentes, locum dantes, ac etian suadentes, auxiliantes, & spectantus.
Romae [i.e. Rome]. Apud Haeredes Antonii Bladii Impressores Camerales, 1583.
Dimensions: 260 x 345mm. Single leaf broadside. Lightly browned, worming to foot - touching text with slight loss of sense,
some loss to lower margin.
An apostolic constitution prohibiting duelling delivered by Gregory XIII. Perhaps best known for commissioning the calendar
which came to be named after him, Gregory was an active post-Tridentine pontiff in his encouraging of Catholic resistance in
Protestant lands (most notably England). However in domestic policy his approach to law and order, apparently largely
unsuccessful given reports of widespread criminality, was to devolve responsibility for enforcement of the rigid laws of Rome to
neighbourhood administrators.
EDIT-16 CNCE 25507.
£ 300
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GRANTING CHURCH ASYLUM
9)

GREGORY XIV. Constitutio S. mi D. N. D. Gregorii divina providentia papae xiiii. Super Immunitate Ecclesiarum.
Romae. Apud Paulum Bladum Impressorem Cameralem, 1591.
Folio. [2]ff. With large woodcut vignette to title. Disbound. With both vertical and horizontal creasing. Minute hole to the second
leaf, without loss of sense. Extensive ink underlining and a single (shaved) ink annotation.
The first reaffirmation and codification within Canon law of the right to asylum within Catholic churches and other Churchcontrolled buildings since the twelfth-century.
EDIT-16 CNCE 74344.
£ 200
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MARKETING ROMAN SCULPTURE
10) [HAMILTON, Gavin]. Extracts from letters of Mr.Gavin Hamilton to the Earl of Shelburne 1771-1779 concerning the
statutes found at Rome & sent to England for the Gallery at Shelburn House.
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [s.d., c.1900?]
Quarto. Manuscript on paper. [12]ff. Folded, stitching lost. With vertical crease.
Transcriptions from the correspondence of Scottish neo-classical artist, archaeologist and art dealer Gavin Hamilton (17231798), to William Petty, 2nd Earl of Shelburne, regarding the latter's extensive purchases of Roman sculptures during the 1770s,
presumably made from Letters...Edited from the MSS. at Lansdowne House, by Lord E. Fitzmaurice. Reprinted from the 'Academy.'
(Devizes, 1879).
£ 150
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HOGARTH'S SATIRE ON THE '45
11) [HOGARTH, William]. [Etched receipt for subscription to 'a Print Representing a March to Finchly in the Year 1746'].
[London]. [s.n., c.1750].
Dimensions: 290 x 240mm, engraving 231 x 178 mm. Etched subscription receipt; unused. Sometime mounted at corners, with
removal marks to verso, slightly dusty, else fine.
Hogarth's famous oil painting 'A March to Finchley' depicted a disorderly gathering of English Guards at Tottenham Court
Turnpike, before their assembly and direction to march north to defend the capital from the expected Scottish invaders of the
1745 Jacobite Rising. In true Hogarthian style, the satirical image sent up the disorder of those were supposed to be his Majesty's
most reliable corps.
An engraving of it, made by Hogarth's assistant Sullivan, was published in 1750. This subscription receipt, featuring a stand of
various English and Scottish arms and musical instruments surrounding a royal standard with scissors excising the Scottish Lion,
offered the work at 7s 6d, and noted that 'Each Print will be half a Guinea after the Subscription is over'.
£ 500 (+ VAT in the E.U)
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12) HOLLAND, Lancelot. [Typescript extracts from the
diary of Colonel Lancelot Holland].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1799-1807].
Quarto. In three parts. [2], 18, [2], 22, 22a-22c, 23,-108, [3], 12ff.
Individual typescript leaves bound together with green cloth ties,
housed in custom red cloth clamshell case. Occasional chipping to
margins, lightly spotted.
A typescript transcription (in three parts) of extracts from the
military diary of British Army officer Lieutenant-Colonel Lancelot
Holland, aide to Brigadier-General Robert 'Black Bob'
Craufurd (1764-1812).
The first part concerns Holland and Craufurd's attachment in 1799
to Austrian forces at the outset of the War of the Second Coalition,
prior to the first battle of Zurich at which they are present.
Unfortunately the account of their time spent on the continent is
truncated - ending abruptly on 28th August – owing to Holland’
loss of this portion of his diary in the Elbe during his return to
England in 1801. Entries for the end of 1806 follow, with Holland
concerned primarily with the illness and subsequent death of his
father and his engagement to Miss Charlotte Peters.
The second part of the diary records the 1807 expedition of British
forces to South America during the Anglo-Spanish War (17961808). Craufurd, as commander of the 95th Rifle Regiment,
advance upon Buenos Aires and though successful in achieving
their objectives are ordered to surrender along with the reminder of
the routed army. Holland, clearly dejected, notes; 'Nothing could be
more mortifying than our passage through the streets amidst the
rabble who had conquered us. They were very dark-skinned people,
short and ill-made, covered with rags, armed with long muskets and
some a sword. There was neither order nor uniformity among
them.' On an agreement of a cessation of hostilities they are
released and promptly embark for England.
The third and final part is a transcript of a letter by Holland, written
on board the Saracen during the return voyage from South America,
addressed to commander of the forces in Scotland Lord William
Cathcart (1755-1843) detailing the course of the expedition so that
he may be 'more fully informed of the events that have taken place
in the River Plata'; there follows a precis of the defeat and their
confinement.
A second transcript volume of the diary, covering 1807-1809, is held
in the archives of the National Army Museum. The original
manuscript of this diary is in possession of the University College
London.
£ 250
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NOTES AND KNITTING
13) [HORSFALL, Annie]. [The manuscript schoolbooks of Annie Horsfall used whilst attending St. Cyprians, Hay Mills School,
Yardley between 1890 and 1891].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1890-1891].
Quarto. 10 manuscript schoolbooks, two disbound, eight in contemporary paper wrappers (plain, printed, and marbled); one
book of embroidery and knitting samples; and a certificate issued to James Horsfall. All loosely inserted into a contemporary
decorated paper folder, with later descriptive label pasted to upper board. Folder heavily worn, with loss. Workbooks a trifle
dust-soiled, with chipping to wrappers.
A collection of copy and exercise books of a young lady studying at St. Cyprians, Hay Mills School, Yardley in the late
nineteenth-century; incorporating arithmetic, grammar, religious catechism, and needlework.
Included is a certificate issued in December 1894 by the Grand Lodge of England of the Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes
to James Horsfall, presumably Annie's brother. James perished during the First World War saving the lives of nine fellow
servicemen - a memorial plaque to his sacrifice may be found in the church of St. Cyprian's that adjoins the schoolhouse that
takes its name. James Horsall's grandfather, also James, had been responsible for the building of both the church and
schoolhouse in order to provide intellectual and spiritual nourishment for the workers of his factory - Horsfall had made his
fortune manufacturing and exporting piano wire, and latterly producing armoured wire for the first successful transatlantic
telegraph cable.
£ 300
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14) [LACEMAKING]. [A Portuguese manuscript treatise on pillow-lace].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [s.d.].
Quarto. Manuscript on paper. [50]ff. Illustrated with several hand-drawn diagrams. Contemporary marbled paper wrapper.
Extremities chipped, rubbed and marked. Very occasional short marginal tears, else internally clean and crisp.
Incipit: 'Utesilios cabello, e modo de o preparas & Para farer obras de cabello saio precisos diverso utensilios de que vou farer
descripcao.'
Explicit: 'Sendo o tecido dos arcos se lhe metlem os moldes que divem seer soastamenta da midida de buraco para poderum por
elle pasar.'
An apparently eighteenth-century Portuguese manuscript on pillow- or bobbin-lace making; detailing the varying intricate
patterns and their execution, with detailed descriptions of the materials and implements employed in manufacture.
£ 500
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WATERCOLOURS AND DRAWINGS BY AN EAST INDIA COMPANY OFFICER
15) MAXTONE, Bellina Sophia. [Manuscript commonplace book of Bellina Sophia Maxtone, daughter of East India Company
officer James Welsh; including topographical watercolours and a manuscript sea chart].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1838].
Quarto. Manuscript on paper. 70 leaves. Numerous prints, pencil/ink/watercolour drawings tipped-in, mounted and stitched to
stubs, and loosely inserted. Contemporary half-calf, moire cloth boards, gilt. Extremities worn. Occasional spotting/browning,
portions of two leaves excised (with loss to text), several leaves excised with only stubs remaining, to which later material
pasted/stitched, at least one leaf removed from rear.
An early nineteenth-century commonplace of journal extracts, poetry, and religious composition written in manuscript by Bellina
Sophia Maxtone, daughter of East India Company officer James Welsh (1775-1861).
Embellishing the plethora of excerpts from the likes of Coleridge, Wordsworth, Sir Humphrey Davy, and Hannah More, are 12
pencil, ink, and watercolour drawings - primarily topographical views of India. These include one of the beach at Waltair by
Sarah Welsh (Maxtone's mother), and a further seven attributed to James Welsh; of these, five are reproduced as illustrations,
with some variance, in Welsh's Military Reminiscences; extracted from a journal of nearly forty years' service in the East Indies
(London, 1830) - including a view of the Syrian Cathedral and Metropolitan's House at Cotyam in Travancore (Vol. II, p.229),
and views of Yenklmurradee Fort (Vol. II, p.263) and the Ooplee Boorj (Vol. II, p.320). One of the watercolours that did not
translate to the book, of a lioness and tiger, had earlier formed part of Welsh's journal and stitched into this album - on the verso
of which leaf Welsh gives an account his visit to the Rajah of Coorg and his sketching of the royal pets: 'The Lioness has a capital
House in the Fort, with a boarded floor & glass windows & seems to be the greatest Pet. I could not get her to sit or stand a
minute & have not therefore done her justice in my hasty sketch.'
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Another of Welsh's contributions to the album is a signed manuscript sea chart by Welsh documenting a shipwreck - with the
inscription 'Sketch in explanation of the loss of the I.C.Cos Extra Ship Travers on a Rock near Diamond Island at 5 am on the 7th
Nov. 1808, in company with the Extra ships Monarch & Earl Spencer, Outward Bound'. Welsh relates this event in his memoirs;
'On the 7th of November the Travers ran upon a rock near Drowned island, off Negrais Point, on the Burmese shore, and was
totally lost, with sixteen poor men on board; while we picked up one hundred and twenty-two persons in three boats and carried
them all in our ship to Calcutta.' (Vol. II, p.286).
£ 2,500
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TOURING VICTORIAN WEST COUNTRY AND KENT WITH A ROYAL CHAPLAIN
16) [MELVILL, Margaret]. [Manuscript diary of a tour of the West Country and a tour of Kent].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], 1860-1861.
12mo. Manuscript on paper. [58]ff of manuscript text, followed by eight unused blank leaves. Contemporary limp gilt-ruled red
roan, A.E.G. Lightly rubbed and marked. Marbled endpapers, internally immaculate.
The manuscript travel diary of Margaret Melvill (d.1878) documenting two tours, undertaken in 1860 and 1861 respectively.
Margaret was the wife of Church of England clergyman Henry Melvill (1798-1871), incumbent of Camden Chapel, Surrey, was
appointed by the Duke of Wellington in 1840 as chaplain to the Tower of London, and later became canon residentiary of St
Paul's Cathedral, and a chaplain to Queen Victoria, with whom she travels.
The first tour is of the West Country. Melvill visits Bath, where friend and the rector of the Abbey Charles Kemble delivered a
sermon (Kemble was later instrumental for raising funds for the restoration of the Abbey); Teignmouth, where on 18th July
1860, she and her party view the solar eclipse; Bishopstone, to pay a visit to the Bishop of Exeter's Palace; Pendennis Castle,
where Henry Mevill's father had been governor; and later Penzance, Newquay, Tintagel, Honiton, and Salisbury where Henry
sets out alone to view Stonehenge.
The second tour takes in Victorian Kent; the couple visit Folkestone (though Henry is required to leave in order to preach at
Buckingham Palace), Dover, Crystal Palace in Norwood, and Beckenham. The final entries in the diary record the death and
subsequent burial of Henry's brother, James Cosmo Melvill, at Tandridge Court, Goldstone, Surrey, on 23 July 1861.
£ 250
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17) MOORE, Thomas. The loves of the angels, A Poem.
London. Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1823. First edition.
8vo. x, 148pp. With an additional engraved title-page, and three engraved plates. Contemporary vellum, richly tooled in gilt and
blind, contrasting red and green morocco lettering-pieces, marbled edges. Rubbed and discoloured. Marbled endpapers, ink
ownership of 'George Smith 1848' to recto of front blank fly-leaf, repeated in part to head of title-page, plates foxed, occasional
spotting. With two A.L.S. loosely inserted.
The first edition of poet Thomas Moore's (1779-1852) sensual dramatic verse, together with two letters in his hand; the first
dated 1814, and with Moore's wax seal intact (later newspaper clipping regarding the author pasted to foot), addressed to the
editor of the Political Register expressing thanks for his sending the 'last column of that interesting work'; the second dated 1826
inviting London publisher James Carpenter to his lodgings at No. 19 Bury Street.
£ 450
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EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY DANCE TUNES
18) [MUSIC]. [An eighteenth-century collection of manuscript music].
[s.n.]. [s.i.], [s.d., c.1760].
Oblong 8vo. Manuscript on paper. [47] leaves, with pre-printed staves. Paginated in manuscript from each end 1-51; 1-45
respectively. Without one leaf (p.15-16). Contemporary calf-backed marbled boards. Extremities worn. Marginal loss, tearing, and
chipping - extending to text on occasion, two leaves with early sewn repairs, one with later paste repair, one leaf torn at gutter
and very nearly detached.
A charming manuscript compilation of musical delights, written in a single legible hand, the first half dedicated to songs readily
dateable to printed sources of 1760 and earlier, the latter consisting of dance tunes of comparable period. No provenance may be
ascertained, though one page headed 'Corelli's Minuet Crofton April ye 24 1758' would perhaps suggest an origin of either
Wiltshire or Yorkshire. The entries include a number of arrangements by Thomas Arne.
£ 850
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19) [NEWMAN, John Henry]. [Two manuscript letters signed by Cardinal John Henry Newman].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], 1887-1888.
Two single leaf letters, one with corresponding envelope. The first an A.L.S., the second signed by Newman but apparently
penned by a secretary. Tearing to envelope from opening, with contemporary repairs done with adhesive labels from the gutters
of postage stamps.
Two letters signed by theologian and Cardinal John Henry Newman (1801-90), each addressed to Thomas William JexBlake (1832-1915), sometime Headmaster of Rugby School, latterly Rector of Alvechurch, Worcestershire; the first dated 18th
October 1887 has Newman apologising for his behaviour towards Jex-Blake and his wife for some undisclosed misadventure; the
second thanking Jex-Blake for a 'truly interesting and surprising letter'.
£ 750 (+ VAT in the E.U.)
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20) [PAPAL EDICTS]. Super residentia Archiepiscoporum, Episcoporum, & Curatorum, ac aliorum beneficia personalem
residentiam requirentia obtinentium.
Romae [i.e. Rome]. Apud Haeredes Antonii Bladii Impressores Camerales, 1585.
Dimensions: 310 x 450mm. Single leaf broadside. Marginal damp-staining/chipping, some early ink markings, several small holes
to text - without loss of sense, neat paper repairs to verso.
An edict, issued shortly after the election of Sixtus V, enforcing residential benefices of the episcopacy.
EDIT-16 CNCE 25522.
£ 200
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WORKHOUSE EARNINGS AND BASTARDY DISBURSEMENTS IN OLDHAM
21) [POVERTY]. An account of Receipts & Disbursements of money, Received and Paid to the Poor, of the township of oldham,
and for other purposes, as appears by this account, From May 12th. 1806 to May 12th. 1807.
Lees. Nicholson, [1807].
Dimensions: 225 x 285mm. Single leaf broadside. Light damp-staining to lower edge, else crisp.
An early nineteenth-century broadside recording receipts and disbursements made between 1806 and 1807 by an Oldham fund
for the aid of the local militia and the poverty-stricken and underprivileged of the town, including the 'household' and 'casual'
poor, 'deposit money paid with three lunatic persons to the hospital', and 'bastardy disbursements' for the benefit of illegitimate
children. The receipts include 'workhouse earnings for one year' totalling £26 4s 1d.
COPAC records a single copy (Wellcome).
£ 250
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PRESCRIBING BURNLEY
22) [PRESCRIPTION BOOK]. [The manuscript prescription book of a Lancashire pharmacist].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1863-1868].
Quarto. Manuscript on paper. [94]ff. Contemporary black limp roan . Extremities worn. Decorated endpapers, hinges exposed,
recent bookplate of Robert J. Hayhurst to FEP, occasional light dust-soiling/creasing.
A manuscript prescription book, with entries in at least three distinct hands, attributed by a loosely inserted manuscript note,
signed R.J. Hayhurst, to the premises of Brian Cowgill, chemist and druggist of 48 Manchester Road, Burnley (established 1843).
Marked 'B' to the head of the title, this volume is likely the second in a series of prescription books used at the pharmacists, and
covers the period between 1863 and 1868. A majority of the prescriptions, in opposition to modern medical procedure, are
written with the total quantities given, rather than providing quantities for each dose that are then grossed up to the total amount
required - a dangerous practice, particularly given the extensive use of morphine, mercury, and arsenic.
The recipients of these volatile concoctions and unguents comprise numerous members of Mancunian society from a variety of
classes, including Mrs. Lord Massey, Lord and Lady Norreys, Lady Norreys' maid, and the servant of Mrs. Ogles. A notable
inclusion is British Army officer and Conservative politician Lord Alexander Gordon-Lennox (1825-1892), who would marry
the daughter of Colonel Charles Towneley (1803-1876) of the prominent and distinguished Towneley family of Lancashire who also appears in this register.
£ 350
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ASTLEY’S AMPITHEATRE
23) [ROYAL AMPHITHEATRE, WESTMINSTER BRIDGE]. Positively the last night but one. For the benefit of Miss Scott
Evans. Royal Amphitheatre, Westminster Bridge. Miss Scott Evans most respectfully informers her friends and the public that
her benefit is fixed for Thursday, Oct 21st, 1802…in the course of the evening will be presented A grand and extensive Variety
of Entertainments; Particularly, for that Night only, a new ballet, (Composed by Mons. Joubert) called The Miller.
Borough, [London]. Rutter and Barnes, Printers, [1802].
Dimensions 225 x 285mm. Single leaf broadside, printed on one side only. Somewhat creased.
A playbill for Miss Scott Evan's benefit variety performance at Astley's 'Royal' Amphitheatre, during which she featured as
Columbine in 'a New Comic Pantomime'.
Astley's Amphitheatre had been founded by 'the founder of the modern circus' Philip Astley in 1773. Located on Westminster
Bridge Road in Lambeth, the situation and form of the space allowed for more varied performances, and particularly circuses,
than the venues of the central London Stage. A popular Georgian London night spot, a visit to Astley's featured in the narrative
of Austen's Emma (London, 1815).
£ 250
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SHAKESPEAREAN SIDDONS
24) [SIDDONS, Mrs.]. The last night but two of Mrs. Siddons's acting. For the Benefit of Mr. Glassington, Prompter. Theatre
Royal, Covent Garden, Thus present Friday, June 26. 1812 will be acted Shakspeare's Play of Measure for Measure...
[London]. [s.n.], [1812].
Dimensions: 190 x 250mm. Single leaf broadside, printed on one side only. Very slight chipping to margins, lightly spotted.
An early eighteenth-century playbill advertising the one of the final performances of renowned actor Mrs. Sarah Siddons (17551831), in the company of her brother and fellow performer John Philip Kemble (1757-1823).
£ 250
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25) [SONNETS]. Vestendo l'abito religioso fra l'esemplarissime eremitane di s. francesco di paola del porto di fermo La Saggia, e
Generosa Donzella, Signora barbara maggiori fermana. Sonetto: Il Pellegrin, che cerca estraneo lido...
Fermo. Dom. Ant. Bolis, 1767.
Single leaf broadside.
[Together with:] Vestendo l'abito religioso fra l'esemplarissime eremitane di s. francesco di paola del porto di fermo La Saggia, e
Generosa Donzella, Signora barbara maggiori fermana. Sonetto: Il Pellegrin, che cerca estraneo lido... Fermo. Dom. Ant. Bolis,
1767. Single leaf broadside.
Dimensions: 330 x 430mm. Lightly creased, some marginal damp-staining/chipping.
Two eighteenth-century broadsides of Petrarchan-style sonnets relating to the Italian port of Fermo - each addressed to Barbara
Maggiori, presumably a member of the influential Maggiori family prominent in that area.
£ 200
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26) [SPIRITUAL RAILWAY]. J. Adams' spiritual railway, while travelling in the cars on the continent of Europe.
[s.i.]. [s.n.], c.1850.
Dimensions: 300 x 140mm. Single leaf broadside. Light diagonal creasing, a trifle browned.
A broadside revival hymn, by American poet J. Adams, of six five-line stanzas printed within a border of type ornaments, in
which the path to salvation is imagined as a journey along a railway line, with heaven the destination, and where 'God's word is
the first engineer' and His 'love the fire, his grace the steam'. Adams' Spiritual Railway is often found appended to some editions
of Nathaniel Hawthorne's, The Celestial Railway.
Rare, with OCLC locating copies at only three locations (Brown, Library Company of Philadelphia, Tennessee State).
£ 125
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COVENT GARDEN INDISPOSITION NOTICE
27) [THEATRE]. Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden This present Thursday, March 3. 1814, The wonder...
[London]. [s.n.], [1814].
Dimensions: 190 x 300mm. Single leaf broadside. Contemporary manuscript note to verso regarding the performance times and
the issuing of the indisposition notices at the door.
[Together with:] Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden, Thursday, March 3. 1814. The Publick are respectfully acquainted that Mr.
Young was seized, last night, with so violent a Cold and Hoarseness as to disable him from performing the Part of Don Felix this
Evening... London. Printed by E. Macleish, [1814]. Single leaf broadside. Dimensions: 210 x 140 mm.
Slight spotting and browning. Overall very good.
A playbill for a staging of The Wonder at the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden on March 3rd 1814. The popular actor Charles
Mayne Young (1777-1856) had been due to assume the role of Don Felix for the performance, however, as a contemporary
manuscript note to the verso of the playbill states; 'In consequence of Mr. Young being indisposed Mr. Conway played Don
Felix, handbills, to that effect were distributed at the Doors'. One of these handbills is present here - it begs the indulgence of the
audience to accept the replacement of William Augustus Conway (1789-1828) in the role. A rare survival of both playbill and
indisposition notice together.
£ 350
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AID, BISCUITS AND ACTING IN VICTORIAN INDIA

28) [VICTORIAN INDIA]. [A nineteenth-century
commonplace book with manuscript letters and ephemera
relating to the British East India Company control of India].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [s.d., c.1850?]
Quarto. [82] leaves. Contemporary half-calf, marbled boards.
Heavily worn, without spine panel. Marbled endpapers, several
leaves detached, numerous working-loose.
A commonplace book dating from the mid nineteenthcentury comprised of manuscript letters connected to the
British East India Company control of India and a
plethora of engravings excised from contemporary
periodicals relating to the royal family, and in particular Queen
Victoria.
The album includes such highlights as;
I. Three letters addressed to Captain Todd, 14th regiment, at
the French Rocks encampment (Pandavapura) regarding
provisions and rations.
II. A manuscript playbill for a performance at the Midnapore
Theatre, Bengal of Arthur Murphy's Three weeks after marriage,
presumably staged by and for the entertainment of army
personnel.
III. A receipt dated 12th May 1843 from D. Wilson & Co. of
Calcutta, Confectioners and Biscuit Bakers to the Right
Honourable the Governor General of India.
IV. An invitation, dated 21st April 1843, from Llewelyn and
Co. Undertakers, Calcutta, to the internment of the remains of
influential administrator Sir William Hay Macnaghten (1793-
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1841) who had been executed in Kabul prior to the Massacre of Elphinstone's army as they retreated from the city.
V. An invitation dated 8th February 1843 to join Lieut. Col. Powney at his Calcutta home 'To celebrate the successes of the
British Arms throughout Asia'.
VI. A manuscript letter addressed to the 'Worshipful General of the Westron Division of Bangalore', signed 'Perneevas Row a
poor & helpless Bramin', petitioning aid obtaining the remainder of his pay owed (15 Rupees for 15th September to 30th
October 1843) for teaching and translating services.
The inclusion of recipes and engravings of ladies fashions likely suggests a female compiler, perhaps Captain Todd's spouse who
is recorded as being stationed with him in India.
£ 650
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UNRECORDED WATERLOO BROADSIDE
29) [WATERLOO]. Lines on the untimely fate of Lieut. Chas. Spearman, R.A.
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1815].
Dimensions: 160 x 205mm. Single leaf broadside. Creased, short tear along central horizontal fold, lightly dust-soiled/spotted,
slight marginal chipping.
An apparently unrecorded broadside poem commemorating Lieutenant Charles Spearman of Captain Bolton's Royal Artillery
Brigade who having fought at the Battle of Waterloo died of his wounds at Brussels on the 27th June 1815 aged 24. The poem,
signed J. A. (presumably a comrade) and dated July 1815, strikes a sorrowful, rather bitter tone - the event clearly remaining fresh
in the mind; 'On Waterloo's unequall'd field of strife, / Great in the awful wrecks of human life, / Where valour to the thickest
carnage led, / The young, the brave, the generous Spearman bled'.
£ 200
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WHALING IN THE SOUTH SEAS
30) [WHALING]. [Manuscript letters, accounts and articles of agreement of Captain Richard Ball, relating to the outfitting and
service of his whaling ship].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1830-1844].
A [2]ff manuscript letter dated 16th May 1836 addressed to Richard Ball, signed George Brome, granting Ball the captaincy of the
ship Anne, together with a [2]ff Article of Agreement of the same date stating the purpose of the voyage - to journey to the South
Sea Whale Fishery and obtain and safely secure a full and complete cargo of sperm oil, whales fins, and ambergris; and once this
is achieved proceed to the Cape of Good Hope or Saint Helena and await convoy to London. Accompanying these is a [2]ff
letter listing slops deducted on the homeward voyage, and a single leaf receipt for goods purchased from Moses, Levy, & Co.,
wholesale slop sellers, specialising in 'Negro clothing & bedding of every description'.
[Together with:] [A later manuscript account book, used between 1841-1844, of the whaling vessel Waterwitch, Captained by
Richard Ball, and later William Christie]. Manuscript on paper. 34 leaves. Contemporary marbled paper wrappers. Extremities
heavily worn, without upper panel. Occasional loss, spotted and dust-soiled. Included are numerous extracts from the ships log
recording the capture and processing of several whales, deaths and runaways amongst the crew, and references to making port at
Sydney.
Reports in The Australian Chronicle, 4th June 1842, confirm that the Waterwitch docked at Sydney prior to journeying to Lord Howe
Island. The article states that the ships’ surgeon perished on route from London, and that the chief mate slit his throat whilst the
barque lay at Sydney - events confirmed by this manuscript. The newspaper report also records the death at sea of Captain Ball,
and although not confirmed explicitly by the extracts of this ships’ log, references are made to the late captain and the
discharging of his effects.
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The same article continues to relate events not mentioned by this manuscript - namely the attempt by the members of the crew,
whilst moored at Lord Howe Island and Captain Christie ashore, to commandeer the Waterwitch. Though the ship was recovered
a day after it's disappearance, Christie was summoned by the Superintendent of the Water Police to Sydney to provide a
statement, whereby all parties agreed the 'vessel was taken away piratically'.
£ 2,500 (+ VAT in the E.U.)
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- FINIS -
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